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CHINGFORD HATCH DAY 
 

in and around St.Anne’s 
 

Saturday 23
rd

 July – 10am to 5pm  
 
 

Something for all the family. 
Arts & Crafts, Stalls, Bouncy Castle, Games,  

Drama Workshop, Poetry, Refreshments 
 

8pm Concert of songs from the shows by the  
Chapel End Savoy Singers. 
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SERVICES AT ST ANNE’S  

 
DATE 

 
TIME 

 
SERVICE 

 
Sunday 3rd July 
Friday 8th July 

 
10:00 
10:00 

 
Parish Eucharist 
Holy Communion 

 
Sunday 10th July 
Friday 15th July 
 

 
10:00 
10:00 

 
Parish Eucharist 
Holy Communion 

 
Sunday 17th July 
Friday 22nd July 

 
10:00 
10:00 

  
Parish Eucharist 
Holy Communion 

 
Sunday 24th July 
Friday 29th July 
 

 
10:00 
10:00 

 
Informal Eucharist 
Holy Communion 

 
Sunday 31st July 
 
Friday 5th August 

 
10:00 
17:30 
10:00 

 
Parish Eucharist 
Informal Service 
Holy Communion 

 
Sunday 7th August 
Friday 12th August 

 
10:00 
10:00 

 
Parish Eucharist 
Holy Communion 

 
Sunday 14th August 
Friday 19th August 
 

 
10:00 
10:00 

  
Parish Eucharist 
Holy Communion 

 
Sunday 21st August 
Friday 26th August 

 
10:00 
10:00 

 
Informal Eucharist 
Holy Communion 

 
Sunday 28th August 
 
 

 
10:00 

 

 
Parish Eucharist 
 

 

Please send in any articles for the 

August  magazine by  

Sunday 17th July 

preferably by email to 

EMAIL TO: janicegar@talktalk.net 

 

I look forward to hearing from you if you 

have any comments to make regarding 

the Hatch Herald or would like to 

contribute articles, tips, recipes etc 

 

Regular Events at  
St. Anne’s 

 
 

Study/Prayer Group  
2nd & 4th Wednesdays 

at 11.30 
 

(See Jenny Howland for 
details of Wednesday 

Evening group) 
 

Healing & Wholeness  
Service 

Thursdays 2-4pm  
 

a short 15 Minute service 
followed by an 

opportunity for individual 
prayer 

 
See Eira Endersbee for 

further details 

 

 

Spiritual 
Development and 
Practice Service 

Chingford Old 
Church, 121 Old 

Church Rd, London E4 
6ST 

Meetings take place on the 
first Saturday of the month 

at 5.30pm  

 
ALL ARE WELCOME 

 

Jan Hawkins 

 

 
July Dates for your Diary 

 
 
Saturday 2nd July—Mini Market for Milday Mis-

sion 

Monday 18th– PCC 

Saturday 23rd– Chingford Hatch Day in & around St 

Annes 
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Greetings from the vicarage.  

 
I am writing this the day after the referendum – so the cards are in the air at the moment. 

I thought on grounds of clerical impartiality I wouldn’t make it too public before the vote into 
which box my X was going. Nevertheless, I felt I had woken up today in a much smaller country 
than the one I went to bed in yesterday. Of course the result is final and like it or not we must all 
accept it. However, it has shown beyond any doubt just how divided our society is and just how 
much our politicians are out of touch with the concerns and thinking of the voting public. One of 
the more tragic trends in the campaign was the stoking of fears over immigration with the less 
than subtle racist dog-whistling. I should make it abundantly clear though, it would be utterly 
wrong to label the winning Brexiters as racist, of course they weren’t, and for the vast bulk it was 
a decision reached after much soul searching and careful thought. Boris’s victory speech, which 
was both statesmanlike and appealed to internationalism and openness, being a humane case in 
point. Nevertheless, that poster of refugees heading our way as a warning of the price of staying 
in the EU leaves a nasty taste in the mouth as does the vainglorious, cheap, claim that ‘we have 
got our country back.’ 

 
It is now clear that there needs to be a time of healing and reconciliation within our society. For 
the Christian healing and reconciliation begins with Christ. The Christ in whom there is no Greek 
or Jew, man or woman and in whom all are equal. The simple message of the gospel is that every 
human being is valuable and possesses a dignity and integrity which comes from God and that 
humanity flourishes best in community – the ‘kingdom’, is after all, among you. And so all political 
and economic activity must be devoted to what is the good for everybody, what brings people 
together rather than what keeps them apart. And this is true whether it is a continent, a nation 
state, a local community, a family, a partnership or the local pub.  
 
Which brings me neatly to Chingford Hatch day on Saturday 23rd July. All day there will be activi-
ties centered on the church, car park and garden and to which all are invited to come and enjoy 
themselves. I hope to see you there. 
 
Pax et Bonum 
 

Jude 
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Kant and the Categorical Imperative 
– Ethics series number 3 

 

 
Towering like a colossus over the histo-

ry of ideas that matter is the diminutive figure 
of Immanuel Kant. He lived all his life in the uni-
versity town of Konigsberg (in eastern Prussia) 
where was born in 1724. The furthest he ever 
travelled from Konigsberg was 140 kilometres – 
and not for very long.  In later years he held the 
position of professor of logic and metaphysics 
at the University and lived by such a rigid rou-
tine it was said people set their watches by his 
afternoon walk. Yet his effect on the ideas 
which have shaped our civilization was so dra-
matic that it is now commonly held that that 
the enlightenment ended on 12th February 
1804, the day he died.  
 
As for his religious views, they remain a fairly 
disputed topic, however he most certainly re-
jected the idea that morality is decreed by God 
and that ethics is reducible to discovering the 
will of God through revelation, as in the teach-
ing of the church or the Bible. For Kant a moral 
act must arise from the free will of the individu-
al i.e. something s/he chooses to do because it 
is right as opposed to obeying a command. Fur-
thermore, the act must be right or wrong in 
itself – it cannot be made right or wrong by ei-
ther command or consequence. In direct con-
trast to Utilitarianism, consequences are irrele-
vant. If we spend our lives doing good works 

because we believe we will be rewarded by 
heaven and avoid evil because we think a hell 
awaits the wicked, then Kant would say that we 
have done neither good nor evil. All we have 
done is intend to be rewarded and avoid pun-
ishment – both possible consequences and so 
regardless of what we actually did or didn’t do…
none of it was moral! It is rather like me being 
kind to someone so that they will be kind to me. 
When you think about it – I haven’t been kind at 
all. In fact, I have been rather selfish and self-
seeking. My intention in being kind was not be-
cause of the other’s well-being or their right to 
be treated with kindness. What mattered was 
how they treated me. Remember Jesus’ words: 
‘If you are kind only to your friends, how are 
you different from anyone else? Even pagans do 
that.’  
 
For Kant morality has to be rational. Like all the 
great enlightenment figures he put great store 
by human reason - perhaps too much. Reason, 
he argued, is what distinguishes us from all oth-
er creatures: we must be able to work out what 
we should and should not do through reason 
alone – it is the only certainty we have access 
to. Kant held that reason was the one universal 
feature of humankind. Anyone, anywhere at 
any time in human history could work out 
through pure reason that 2 + 2 = 4. In a similar 
way, he argued, anyone, anywhere at any time 
should be able to work out what we should 
morally do. Notice though, he pays no attention 
at all to feeling or emotions. For Kant humanity 
exists primarily from the neck upwards. Senti-
ment, even compassion, invariably muddies the 
moral waters when it comes to working out eth-
ics. Accordingly, emotion should be discarded 
because moral duty is an act of pure reason 
alone. The question is, of course, how then do 
we actually work out what we – and therefore 
every rational being – should do? To answer this 
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let us take the ‘I’ and the ‘A’ out of the IAC acro-
nym (Intention, Act and Consequence) and ex-
amine them in turn. 
 
Intention:  
What makes a person morally good, for Kant, is 
that they possess ‘good will’. What he means by 
this is that s/he freely intends to do good for no 
other reason that it is a good thing to do. The 
word he used to describe this is ‘duty’. The trou-
ble is to modern ears ‘duty’ sounds rather dry 
and the sort of thing we would rather not do. 
Kant didn’t see it like that at all. Duty was what 
all rational beings should do and know they 
should do regardless of personal inclination, 
emotion or consequence. And what our duty is 
– is disclosed by an act of pure reason. So how 
do we work out what our duty is? 
 
Act: 
Kant correctly observed that we tend not to go 
through a process of working out whether 
something is right or wrong. We usually just 
intuit the right-ness or wrong-ness of a particu-
lar act, such as lying: But what is going on in our 
minds to reach those judgements in the first 
place and how can we assess them in a particu-
lar situation when we are genuinely at a loss as 
to what to do? Kant’s answer to this is one of 
the great classics of ethical theory and is known 
as the Categorical Imperative. 
 
The Categorical Imperative: 
 
Kant offered three formulations of the categori-
cal imperative, the first is as follows: 
‘I ought never to act except in such a way that I 
can also will that my maxim (what I am pro-
posing to do) should become a universal law.” 
The easiest way to understand this is the con-
versation parents have with their children when 
they do something wrong:  
‘Don’t do that.’  
‘Why not?’  
‘What if everyone did that?’ 
Remember for Kant, reason is universal. It logi-
cally follows then that morality is not only ra-
tional but universal i.e. something that must (or 
must not) be done in every similar circumstance 
everywhere in every time and culture. In exactly 
the same way as 2 + 2 will equal 4 whether we 

are living in caves back in the stone age or 
Chingford 2016. The question we have to ask 
when considering a course of action is ‘what if 
everyone did this?’ If you find the answer is 
contradictory – then you cannot do it. If there is 
no contradiction and it is something you would 
want done to you then you can. This is best il-
lustrated by an example. 
Suppose a friend of mine is unwell and anxious 
and they ask me how they appear. I could lie 
and say they look much better. Alternatively, I 
could tell the truth and tell them what they re-
ally look like, albeit diplomatically. I do not 
want to hurt my friend’s feelings so I wonder 
whether or not I should lie. By applying the cat-
egorical imperative I ask myself ‘what if every-
body lied in every situation?’ I would soon real-
ise it would be contradictory because were ly-
ing to be universalised, truth would simply 
cease to exist and by definition there would be 
nothing to lie about. Therefore, regardless of 
my friend’s feelings I must not lie. Kant called 
that kind of contradiction ‘A contradiction in 
the law of nature.’ He thought that any act we 
should do as a matter of our duty must be like a 
law of nature, something that held equally eve-
rywhere, all the time. So, for Kant, lying is al-
ways wrong.  
 
In the first example used last month, taken 
from ‘Of mice and men’ by Steinbeck, for Kant, 
George was wrong to kill Lennie, simply be-
cause if everyone killed everyone then there 
would be neither killers nor killed. The fact that 
George acted out of compassion knowing what 
the consequence would be for Lennie if he let 
the other workers get to him is irrelevant.  
Kant also thought there could be actions we 
could universalise but would not want to. An 
example would be a person of means refusing 
help to someone who needs it. ‘I who have 
plenty will not help someone in need.’ could be 
universalised without a contradiction ‘in the 
law of nature’ – everyone who is able to do so 
should not help those in need. Only problem is 
we would not want a law like that were we to 
be the person in need. If the maxim can be uni-
versalised without contradiction it should then 
be asked: ‘would I want to live in a world in 
which everyone followed that maxim?’ If the 
maxim was; ‘Do not help someone in need’ 
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then there might come a time when I would 
need help. Accordingly, we cannot will the 
maxim because it would harm the one doing 
the willing. Kant called that ‘A contradiction of 
will.’  And is remarkably close to the golden 
rule: ‘Do to others only what you would have 
them do to you.’ Which leads rather neatly to… 
The second formulation of the Categorical Im-
perative:  
“Act so that you treat humanity, whether in 
your own person or that of another, always as 
an end and never as a means only.” 
This means we can never treat people as a 
means to an end unless the means are as justi-
fiable as the end. So, for example, torturing a 
captured ISIS terrorist to make him reveal infor-
mation which may prevent further terrorist 
attacks will always be wrong. The consequence, 
no matter how good, does not alter the fact 
that torture is wrong (what if everyone was 
tortured – a contradiction both in the law of 
nature and of the will – who would then do the 
torturing and who would want to be tortured)? 
It therefore cannot be done. If you remember 
from last month’s essay on Utilitarianism the 
third example – that of the sheriff having to 
choose whether to throw a black prisoner 
awaiting trial out to the murderous Ku Klux 
Klan or to refuse to do so even though it would 
mean that he, his deputy and the prisoner all 
losing their lives – Kant is very clear. It would 
be wrong to throw the prisoner out. The conse-
quences are irrelevant. To voluntarily let the 
mob, lynch the prisoner would be wrong even 
though the ‘end’ would be one person being 
murdered rather than three because the pris-
oner was not being treated by the sheriff as an 
‘end’ in himself.  
The third formulation of the Categorical Imper-
ative is: 
“Act as if you were through your maxims a law 
making member of a kingdom of Ends.” 
What he means by this goes back to the univer-
sal idea. If everybody exercised the categorical 
imperative in all their actions then everyone 
would be treated with dignity, honesty and jus-
tice. The human person would always be the 
‘end in itself’ and we would live in a truly moral 
and rational society with all humanity sharing 
equal rights and equal value.  
 

Strengths and weaknesses 
 
The strengths of Kantian ethics are straightfor-
ward: 
1. Kant’s moral theory is objective – it is 
about facts not feelings. 
2. It offers clear criteria to establish a moral 
course of action which is applicable everywhere 
and in every culture. 
3. What is done (the action) possesses the 
primary moral value and not consequences. 
4. There is a clear imperative to value hu-
man life in every circumstance. This means that 
all humanity is treated fairly and equally in eve-
ry circumstance. Kantian ethics considers the 
human person to possess intrinsic value i.e. the 
person matters not for what they do but be-
cause they are. 
 
The weaknesses of Kantian ethics. 
1. The strength of the universalizability prin-
ciple is also its weakness. A particular action can 
be shown to be good generally but it doesn’t 
follow that it is good to do it in a particular situ-
ation: e.g. stealing is wrong generally – but what 
if you stole because your child was starving and 
unless you stole s/he would die of hunger? You 
may consider stealing to be wrong in general 
but right in that particular situation as the lesser 
of two evils. 
2. Kant’s emphasise on ‘Intention’ fails to 
allow for ‘mixed motive’. For Kant, Intention 
must be an unemotional act of pure reason. In 
the real world our intentions to do the ‘right 
thing’ are invariably more complex. If we acted 
justly because we felt compassion, then that 
feeling forms part of our intention and it is far 
from clear why that would prevent our compas-
sionate action from being moral. 
3. Likewise, while there is good reason why 
the consequence of an action should not de-
tract from the morality of the action itself – it 
nevertheless does form part of at least some 
moral judgements. The second example used 
last month of the Gestapo knocking on Hans’s 
door and asking if he were hiding Jews means 
either Hans has to lie or tell the truth. If he tells 
the truth the Jews would be arrested and sent 
to concentration camps. Now not only would 
most of us lie to the Gestapo – we would think 
we were morally right to do so, and morally 
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the duty to tell the truth, if and only if by telling 
the truth the life of others is threatened or 
harmed. The reasoning though, is very im-
portant. Ross is not saying that lying is right. Dis-
honesty will always be wrong regardless of the 
circumstance. However, in the case of Hans, the 
Jews in the attic and the Gestapo, Hans’ inten-
tion is not to lie but to safeguard and preserve 
innocent life. The only course of action whereby 
Hans could act upon that duty was to lie. His 
duty was to defend the innocent and he correct-
ly intended to act upon it.  
 
Nevertheless, in defence of Kant, the belief that 
somethings are just wrong and should not be 
done and some things are right and should al-
ways be done, strikes me as eminently reasona-
ble. As does his emphasis of the role of reason in 
ethical judgements. Of course there will always 
be exceptions – but the point of an exception is 
that it proves the rule rather than undermines it. 
Furthermore, the belief that human persons 
matter and possess an intrinsic value not be-
cause of who they are or what they do but simp-
ly that they are is, I would suggest, a fundamen-
tal moral and rational principle worth living by. 
 

Jude 
 

wrong if we told the truth, because the conse-
quence of telling the truth would be a greater 
evil than lying to the Nazis.  Sometimes the only 
way in a sinful world to act upon the clear im-
perative to value human life is to do something 
which would consider wrong in other circum-
stances. Which in itself suggests that, in fact, 
universalizability is flawed and that the first for-
mulation of the categorical imperative may, at 
times, contradict both the second and third. Put 
another way – Kant never took the ‘situation’ in 
which a moral decision has to be made with 
enough seriousness. 
4. Another difficulty is that there are many 
actions we could universalise without contradic-
tion either in the law of nature or will, which we 
think everyone should follow. I am a great fan 
of ‘Nordic Noir’ I could say everyone should 
read at least one book by Henning Mankell (the 
author of the Wallander series). The difficulty is 
– no matter how much of a good idea it would 
be, it isn’t moral! Kant does not show how we 
can distinguish moral from non-moral universal-
izable maxims. 
 
On balance, personally, I am far closer to Kant 
than utilitarianism. It may come as a surprise 
but most people are more Kantian than they 
realise. Most of us think that racism was, is and 
always will be wrong wherever and whenever it 
occurs. Having said that, the problem with the 
Kantian project is that it is unable to allow for 
exceptions which arise for purely moral reasons 
– as in lying to the Gestapo to protect the inno-
cent.  There have been many brilliant attempts 
to retain the core of Kantian ethics while modi-
fying the ‘harshness’ of the universalizing princi-
ple. For my money the work of the Scottish ethi-
cist W. D. Ross 1877 – 1971 came closest. He 
argued, following Kant, that we are presented 
with a series of duties which we should always 
obey – such as duties of fidelity, gratitude, the 
good of others, honesty, etc. He also argued 
that some duties will present themselves as 
more important when there is a conflict be-
tween them and we know intuitively the duty 
we should follow. Ross also, unlike Kant, sug-
gested that emotion – in particular compassion 
– forms part of our moral decision making. Ac-
cordingly, the duty we owe to others to protect 
them and safeguard from harm will outweigh 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jesus is searching for people to humble themselves 
as he did. Will you be that disciple today? 
 
 Seen on a plaque in the Church of the Resur-
rection 
 
Why not spend some time in determining what is 
worthwhile for us, and then go after that? 
 
 William Ross 
 
Though a good deal is too strange to be believed, 
nothing is too strange to have happened. 
 
 Thomas Hardy 

From John Wood’s Library  
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What sort of a nation shall we be?  
Chelmsford Diocesan Synod Presidential 
Address 18 June 2016  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Last Sunday evening I preached at St John’s Col-
lege Cambridge. It’s the sort of gig bishops have 
to do from time to time. A beautiful Evensong 
followed by a lovely dinner. As a thank you for 
the sermon they gave me the choir’s latest CD. 
On Thursday afternoon, shortly after Member 
of Parliament, Jo Cox, was brutally murdered on 
the streets of Birstall I was listening to it. On 
came John Ireland’s beautiful and powerful an-
them, ‘Greater love hath no man’, a gathering 
together of biblical texts from St John’s gospel, 
the Song of Songs, I Peter 2, 1 Corinthians 6 and 
Romans 12. Although it was written in 1912, i.e. 
before the horrors of the Somme, Guernica, 
Auschwitz, Hiroshima, the killing fields of Cam-
bodia, Rwanda or Darfur, these texts and this 
music speak hopefully, and with insightful pres-
cience, to the sadness and horror of these situa-
tions saying simply that love cannot be con-
quered, its fires quenched or its passions 
drowned, and that there is a higher love which 
is the source of love, and that it is exemplified 
for us in painful detail in the death of Jesus 
Christ, and is also embodied in the sacrificial 
witness of those who work for justice and give 
their lives for peace.  
So it begins -  
 
Many waters cannot quench love, neither can 
the floods drown it. Love is strong as death. 
Greater love hath no man than this, that a man 
lay down his life for his friends.  
 

I don’t suppose for a moment this is what Jo 
Cox wanted or looked for, but what I do know 
from the accounts that I have read of her career 
and her commitments, is that she was a politi-
cian who gives the lie to the increasingly fash-
ionable view that public servants in general and 
politicians in particular, are only in it for them-
selves; that they want power for its own sake, 
or the status it brings, but have little idea of 
what to do with it. Apart from a few scoundrels 
– and you get these in every walk of life, church 
included - this tired and cynical view is very far 
from the truth. Just look at Jo Cox’s CV, working 
for Oxfam before entering politics. And look at 
her brief record in Parliament: fighting for the 
rights of refugee children, doing the very thing 
that we as a diocese in our small way have also 
been trying to do.  
 
I wrote a first draft of this talk on Monday. I was 
intending to address some of the big issues of 
our day – climate change, nuclear weapons pro-
liferation, the mass movement of people - 
which require international cooperation: for a 
world which is now a global village is a world 
that requires global collaboration for global so-
lutions. I was going to relate this to the Europe-
an Referendum, because it seems to me that 
the arguments on both sides have been too nar-
row, too exaggerated, too spiteful. I still think 
this, but what happened on Thursday brings to 
the fore another question: what sort of nation 
do we want to be? Or put it this way: whatever 
the outcome of Thursday's referendum, what 
sort of nation are we waking up to on Friday? 
And what can the church do to bring reconcilia-
tion? The person who killed Jo Cox was said to 
have cried out ‘Britain first’. We don’t know his 
motive, and it seems likely that he had mental 
health issues. But what we must do now, what-
ever our particular view on the European Union 
happens to be, or for that matter our view on 
how best to respond to issues such as immigra-
tion, is demonstrate that we put Britain first by 
taking hold of the values and beliefs which 
make Britain great, that is those values and be-
liefs that we see in Jesus Christ. For those are 
the values on which our nation’s culture, politics 
and law have been founded.  
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Yet we do need to face the uncomfortable fact 
that a recent British social attitudes survey 
showed that in England and Wales "no religion" 
is now the largest single identification - nearly 
half the population and twice the number of 
those who put down CofE.  
 
Now I am not saying that without the Christian 
faith there is no big vision for the world or no 
moral compass – I do not know whether Jo Cox 
was a person of faith, but she was certainly a 
person of huge vision and compassion - but 
there are implications. Even a recent editorial in 
the Guardian (not usually a great friend of the 
Christian church) acknowledges this saying – 
‘The idea that people have some rights just be-
cause they're human, and entirely irrespective 
of merit, certainly isn't derived from observa-
tion of the world. It arose out of Christianity, no 
matter how much Christians have in practice 
resisted it. Although human rights have become 
embedded in our institutions at the same time 
as religious observance has been in decline, 
they could become vulnerable in an entirely 
post-Christian environment where the collective 
memory slips from the old moorings inherited 
from Christian ethics.’  
 
It isn’t religion that causes the horrors of the 
world. It is the lack of it, or its perversion into 
narrow and hateful fundamentalism. And it is 
important to remember that some of the great-
est achievements of the European project have 
been things that have their roots in the Chris-
tian narrative of loving neighbour and serving 
the common good.  
 
Yet for many people growing up in Britain reli-
gion in general and Christianity in particular 
seems to stand for things opposed to human 
rights and freedoms. Anxious for our survival, 
we have allowed our vision to become too nar-
row. Let us change this, and become a church 
which is generous and inclusive, embodying the 
radical hospitality of God.  
 
And let us remember and celebrate another 
neglected hallmark of Anglican- English - Christi-
anity, one which we are going to need on Friday 
morning - legitimate diversity; what the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury calls "good disagree-
ment". Not anything goes, but everyone counts.  
 
This is where reconciliation begins. Everyone 
matters. Everyone is precious to God. It is 
where human rights begin. And when we forget 
it horror takes a hold – either the senseless 
murder of an MP on Thursday, or the terrible 
homophobic murders in Orlando last Saturday, 
or the genocide of a whole people in Syria.  
So could we please be Anglican: generous rec-
oncilers, men and women of peace. Could we 
make sure our churches are open on Thursday, 
praying for the guidance of God in the life of our 
nation as we make this momentous decision; 
and on Friday praying for reconciliation. In a 
campaign where there has been too much hy-
perbole and spite, divisions have opened up 
between us that need to be healed. That it our 
task, and we play our part by preaching and em-
bodying the gospel of Christ, who laid down his 
life for his friends. We do it by prayer. And we 
do it with sisters and brothers from other faith 
communities and with all people of good will. 
We do it with and for the very people we are 
discussing in this Synod today– the thousands 
moving into new housing areas across our dio-
cese; the refugee families we are beginning to 
support with the help of Citizens UK; those 
whose lives have been blighted by abuse, often 
from within the church itself.  
 
When Britain wakes up on Friday the big chal-
lenges facing our world will still be there. There 
will still be a terrible discrepancy between rich 
and poor. The environment will still be at risk. 
People in danger will still make hazardous jour-
neys to find safety for their families. Vulnerable 
people will still be exploited and abused. People 
will still get on their bikes to look for work. In or 
out of Europe these challenges remain, and we 
will need to work together, and with others 
across the world, to deal with them.  
 
Jo Cox’s husband, Brendan, made an astonish-
ingly brave statement yesterday. He asked for 
two things: that his children be bathed in love 
and that we all unite to fight against the hatred 
that killed his wife.  
Let us pray for those things today. And let us 
pray for our politicians who will once again have 
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to deal with the consequence of our votes, and 
who will themselves be feeling anxious and 
frightened. Let us make sure they know that 
they have our support. Let us particularly send 
a message loud and clear to the MPs of East 
London and Essex: the Church of England is on 
your side, we thank you for the work you do for 
the common good. We are with you, praying 
for you and supporting you. And against all the 
indignities, prejudices and hatreds that threat-
en to consume our world, we the Church of 
Jesus Christ will sing the song of love’s victory, 
or as the words from 1 Peter in John Irelands 
anthem put it -  
 
Ye are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, 
a holy nation; That ye should show forth the 
praises of him who hath call’d you out of dark-
ness into his marvellous light.  
 
+Stephen Chelmsford 
 
 

 
 

MINI MARKET 
 

The Mini Market in June raised £320.52 for 
the Margaret Centre 

 
Thank you to everyone who was able to give 

their support in any way. 
 

The next Mini Market is on  
Saturday 2nd July for Haven House 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Help always needed 

 
Bible quote: 
 
God be gracious to us and bless us, 
God make his face shine upon us, 
that his ways may be known on earth 
and his saving power among the nations. 
 
 Psalm 67  vs 1&2 

Prayer of reconciliation 

Eternal God, Light of the nations, 
in Christ you make all things new: 
guide our nation in the coming days through the in-
spiration of your Spirit, 
that understanding may put an end to discord and all 
bitterness. 
Give us grace to rebuild bonds of trust 
that together we may work for the dignity and flour-
ishing of all; 
through Jesus Christ our Lord. 

Amen 

 
Do you enjoy singing? 

Or would you like to have a go? 

Summer singing day with  
Christine Gwynn and Frances Quintrell 

Heaps of tips, help, coaching, encouragement and 
fun! 

Sing the Show: The Mikado  
Weds 27 July at Copped Hall, Epping 

We have a little list  e  

A wand’ring minstrel  -w w etc 

 www.arbutusmusic.net 

 “So much more than a sing-along” 

Tailor-made sessions for groups also available  
See website or call 01277 651970 
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Missing the Church Service 

Father Lewis woke up Sunday morning and realizing it was an exceptionally beautiful and sunny early 
spring day, decided he just had to play golf. 

So... he told the Associate Pastor that he was feeling sick and persuaded him to say Mass for him that 
day. 

As soon as the Associate Pastor left the room, Father Lewis headed out of 
town to a golf course about forty miles away. 

This way he knew he wouldn't accidentally meet anyone he knew from his 
parish. Setting up on the first tee, he was alone. After all, it was Sunday morn-
ing and everyone else was in church! 

At about this time, Saint Peter leaned over to the Lord while looking down 
from the heavens and exclaimed,"You're not going to let him get away with 
this, are you?" 

The Lord sighed, and said, "No, I guess not." 

Just then Father Lewis hit the ball and it shot straight towards the pin, dropping just short of it, rolled up 
and fell into the hole. 

IT WAS A 430 YARD HOLE-in-ONE! 

St. Peter was astonished. He looked at the Lord and asked, "Why did you let him do that?" 

The Lord smiled and replied, "Who's he going to tell?" 

COFFEE ROTA  
 

 
The coffee rota is available at the 

back of the church 
 

Please sign up if you are able to help 
out 

 
All are welcome to join us in the hall for 
a cup of tea or coffee after the service 

Flowers 

 

If you would like to remember a 

loved one or mark a special occasion 

there is a flower rota and dedication 

cards on the table at the back of the 

church. 

 

If you are able to donate  to the flow-

er fund please give any cheques to 

Andy, Val or Heather. 
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Animal Jokes 
 
1.What do you call a cold dog sitting on a bunny? 
 
2.What kind of bird can carry the most weight? 
 
3.What's noisier than a whooping crane? 
 
4.Did you hear the joke about the broken egg? 
 
5.What bird is with you at every meal? 
 
6.What bird is always sad? 
 
7.What do you call a bird in the winter? 
 
 
Answers: 

 

 

 

 

1.(A chili dog on a bun.) 2.(The crane!) 3.(A trumpeting 
swan!)4.(Yes, it cracked me up!) 5.(A swallow!) 
6.(The blue jay!) 7.(Brrr-d!) 
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TREE REMOVAL 
CROWN LIFTING 

TREE POLLARDING 
CROWN THINNING 

PRUNING 
DEAD WOODING 

CROWN REDUCTION 
HEIGHT REDUCTION 
HEDGE TRIMMING 

GREEN WASTE CLEARENCE 

TREE GEM LTD 
Call  
0208 524 8717 . 
07905 575 509.  
07958 428 447 

www.tree-gem.com 
A  full range of tree services  

From fully qualified 
Fully insured 

Arborist 
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For Hire 
St Anne’s Church Centre 

Larkshall Road, E4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Main Hall or Clubrooms  

For Private Use 

For enquiries and/or reservations 

Please call the  

Booking Secretary on  

07963 248384  
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ST ANNES CHURCH CENTRE – REGULAR USERS   
 

Hall Bookings: 07963 248384 
 

From Monday 11th April 2016 
                  

  TITLE              HALL /           TIMES              HOURS           WEEKS 
                       CLUBROOM  
  
Mon Pre-school         C 0915 – 1415 5.0  36 
 Line Dancing         H 1000 – 1130 1.5  40 
 Women’s F’ship         H 1345 – 1445 1.0  36 
 ‘Footsteps’          H  1600 – 1830 2.5  40 
 Ju-Jitsu Club         C 1930 - 2100 1.5        48  
 Yoga         H 1930 – 2045 1.25  48   
  
Tue Pre-school         C 0915 – 1415 5.0  36 
 Weight Watchers         H 0930 – 1100 1.5  48 
 Brownies         H 1745 – 1915 1.5  36  
 Weight Watchers         C 1900 – 2000 1.0  48   
 Bridge Club         H 1930 – 2230 3.0       48 
       
Wed Pre-school         C  0915 – 1415 5.0  36 
 Tai Chi          H 0930 – 1130 2.0        48 
 Weight Watchers         C 1715 – 1845 1.5       48   
 Beavers         H 1730 – 1830 1.0  36 
 Cubs         H 1840 – 2010 1.5  36 
 Scouts         H 2015 – 2130 1.25  36 
 
Thurs Pre-school         C 0915 – 1415 5.0  36 
 AA         C 1600 – 1730 1.5  48 
 Brownies         H 1815 – 1945 1.5  36 
 Rainbows         C 1800 – 1900 1.0  36 
  
Fri Pre-school         C 0915 - 1215 3.0  36 
 Coffee         H 1030 – 1100 0.5      N/A  
 Toddlers         C 1300 – 1400 1.0  36 
 Toddlers         H 1400 – 1430 0.5  36  
 Badminton         H 2015 – 2145 1.5  40 
 
Sat Larkswood Ward 
           Surgery         C 1000 – 1100 1.0 (2nd in the month)  
 Mini Market         H 1000 – 1200 2.0 (1st in the month  
            Jan-Oct) 
Sun Scramblers         C 1000 – 1100 1.0 
 Coffee         H 1115 – 1200 0.75 
 Simple Lunch         H 1230 – 1400 1.5 (4th in the month) 
      
10/4/16 
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Printed by Ticketprint, 16 Hoddesdon Road, Stanstead 
Abbotts, Ware, Herts SG12 8EQ 

Tel: 01920 872853 (ticketprintuk@btconnect.com) 

The Hatch Herald Editor: 
Janice Gariazzo 

janicegar@talktalk.net 

 
Production Team: 

Jude Bullock 
John Wood 

 

Useful local numbers: 
 
Age Concern - 558 5512 
Credit Union - 8520 8740 
Chingford Police - 8529 8666 
Library, North Chingford -  
8496 1070 
Library, South Chingford -  
8496 1079 
Longshaw Primary School - 8529 
5693 
Samaritans - 8520 9191  
(24 hour emotional support line) 
Waltham Forest Direct -  
8496 3000 
Whipps  Cross Hospital -  
8539 5522 

 
WHO’S WHO AT ST ANNE’S 

 
Our Clergy: 
 
Vicar: Revd Jude Bullock                                          020 8529 4740 
(Day off—Tuesday) 
 
Assistant Curate: Revd. Mick Scotchmer                020 8504 7497 
(Day off-Saturday) 
 
Licensed Reader: Jenny Howland                            020 8504 2348 
 
Our Church Officers: 

Churchwardens: 
Anthony Sullivan                                                           020 8529 4217 
Lindsey Archer                                                              020 8524 8221 

Secretary to the Parochial Church Council: 
Heather  Gwynn                                                            020 8505 1364 

Treasurer: Andy Crawford                                         020 8527 6512 

 
ORGANISATIONS MEETING IN THE CENTRE 

 
 
ORGANISATION                               CONTACT                       TELEPHONE NO 

 
 
Alcoholics Anonymous        0845 769 7555 
   
Badminton     SusanTurner    8524 4679 
 
Beavers     Barbara Rouse-Booth  07961 316389 
 
Bridge Club     C G Mayhew    8527 4317 
 
Brownies (Tues)    Sarah Harrington   8529 2668 
 
Brownies (Thurs)    Caroline Rouse   8529 3688 
 
Cubs      Alice Robinson   07826 556327 
 
‘Footsteps’ Dancing School   Caroline Randall    8500 6943  
 
Ju-Jitsu     Richard King    07884 233477 
 
Line Dancing     Janis Willingale   8502 5582 
 
Pre-School PG    Nicola Thurbon   07941 517751 
 
Rainbows     Debbie Watson   8527 5016 
 
Scouts      Alice Robinson   07826 556327 
 
Taoist Tai Chi Soc    Eleonora Spencer   8504 9808 
 
Toddler Group    Beryl Stratton    8524 2655 
 
Weight Watchers (Tues morn)            Terri Reding    07941 159634 
 
Weight Watchers (Tues even)    Terri Reding    07941 159634 
 
Weight Watchers (Wed)   Jane Rappoport   07984 880899 
 
Women’s Fellowship    Beryl Stratton    8524 2655 
 
Yoga (Monday)    Mohini Chatlani   07903 397070 
 


